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ABSTRACT: To test whether the development of emotional resilience is a
function of sensitive caregiving and child negative affect, we tested the
joint contributions of 7-month maternal sensitivity and infant negative
affect to the prediction of 33-month emotional resilience across the first 3
years of life. The aims of this study were to examine whether maternal sen-
sitivity and infant negative affect predict long-term emotional resilience
and whether this was associated with preschool behavior problems. Us-
ing a sample of 181 mother–infant dyads, we found that (a) maternal
sensitivity at 7 months, but not infant negative affect, longitudinally pre-
dicted emotional resilience during preschool and (b) emotional resilience
was negatively associated with anxiety/depression in preschool.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to generate positive emotions and recover quickly from negative
emotional experiences is known as emotional resilience.1 Theorists identify
resilience as the ability to display positive adaptation despite stress and adver-
sity2 and this component reflects positive emotional adaptation.1,3 Based on the
Broaden and Build Theory of positive emotions,4 positive emotions following
challenge are expected to (a) undo the effects of negative emotions and speed
cardiovascular recovery from challenge and (b) promote long-term resources.
This may include protection from the development of behavior problems.

Studies with adults demonstrate that positive emotions following challenge
are associated with faster cardiovascular recovery following challenge,5,6 low
levels of depression during crisis,7 and positive adaptation following loss. 8
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However, few studies have examined relations between emotional resilience
and children’s behavior adaptation. This study seeks to address this gap by
assessing relations between emotional resilience and behavior problems in
childhood and examining the developmental antecedents.

Theories suggest that maternal sensitivity and infant negative reactivity pre-
dict the development of emotion regulation.9 This may also extend to emotional
resilience—ability to recover and express positive emotions following chal-
lenge. Indeed, sensitive and responsive maternal behaviors have been found to
be concurrently associated with infants’ ability to recover and express pos-
itive emotions following stressful interactions with parents (e.g., still-face
paradigm).10–12 Few studies, however, have examined these relations longi-
tudinally.

The purpose of this study was to address this gap by (a) examining whether
maternal sensitivity and infant negative affect longitudinally predict emotional
resilience during preschool and (b) investigating whether emotional resilience
predicts preschool behavior problems.

METHOD

One hundred eighty-one children and their mothers participated in a series
of free play and problem-solving interactions in our laboratory.13,14 Episodes
were videotaped by research assistants behind a one-way mirror. The behav-
ior and affect of mothers and infants were coded globally on a scale from 0

TABLE 1. Code Descriptions

Study measures Description

Maternal sensitivity Gentle, soothing, infant focused and responsive behaviors (e.g.,
attending to the infant’s emotional state and exploration)
were rated on a scale from 0 (no sensitivity) to 3 (high
sensitivity) (Weighted kappa = 0.71)15

Infant negative affect Fussing and crying were rated on a scale from 0 (no negative
affect) to 3 (high negative affect) (Weighted kappa = 0.87)15

Child behavior problems Maternal ratings of child internalizing (e.g., anxiety/depression,
withdrawn), externalizing (e.g., aggression, destructive),
sleep problems, somatic, and total problem 0 (none) to 3
(always) (Child Behavior Checklist 2–3; Achenbach, 1992)

Emotional resilience Total number of seconds until children expressed joy following
the anger tasksa

a Trained undergraduate research assistants coded children’s emotional expression at 33 months
during the four emotion induction tasks. Facial action and voice quality cues developed by Cole,
Barrett, and Zahn-Waxler20 were used to determine the presence of anger, sadness, and joy and were
coded on a second by second basis and ranged from 0 to 3 (none, low, medium, and high). Angry
tones consisted of harsh, insistent voices; sad voices included low, resigned voices and crying; joy was
based on light-lifting voices or laughing and giggling. Percent agreements ranged from 0.71 to 0.99.
Latencies to joy expression in the bubble and bunny tasks were summed and a log transformation was
used to correct skewness. This transformed variable was also multiplied by –1 to put the dependent
variable in the positive direction.
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(none) to 3 (very high) for each task.15 Codes included maternal sensitivity and
infant negative affect (see TABLE 1). These were coded during (a) free play, (b)
teaching task 1, and (3) high-chair free play of the still face. Infant negative
affect was coded during the (1) teaching task 1, (2) teaching task 2, and (3) the
still face.

When the children were 33 months old, they participated in four tasks used
to induce joy or anger in children modified from the Preschool Laboratory
Assessment Battery (Lab-TAB)16: (a) popping bubbles, (b) locked toy in con-
tainer, and (3) draw a perfect circle. An additional task, “Tickle the Bunny,”
where children were asked to tickle a bunny puppet, was used to induce joy.17

The anger–joy tasks were presented to children in pairs allowing for an as-
sessment of individual differences in the latency to joy expressions following
anger. Children were videotaped while participating in these tasks and tapes
were subsequently coded by trained undergraduate research assistants. Results
confirmed that the emotion tasks were successful in inducing the expected
emotions for both boys and girls.18 Groups were combined across gender and
the total sample was used for all subsequent analyses.

RESULTS

Testing the Measurement Model

Structural equation modeling was used in the major analyses. Before
testing the full-hypothesized model, the measurement model for the latent
constructs—maternal sensitivity and infant negative affect—was tested using
confirmatory factor analysis. Based on our conceptual model, a three-factor
model was specified and tested. The two latent factors were: (a) maternal
sensitivity, expressed during the free play, teaching, and high-chair tasks and
(b) infant negative affect, expressed during teaching task 1 and 2, and the
still face. The latent factors were allowed to correlate. The measurement
model, which was evaluated with maximum-likelihood path estimation us-
ing AMOS,19 was a good fit, � 2 (8, N = 181) = 8.446, P = 0.391, with a TLI
of 0.987, a CFI of 0.995, and a RMSEA measure of 0.018. All loadings for the
indicators were significant.

Fit of the Models

Antecedents of Emotional Resilience

The model predicting to emotional resilience was a good fit, � 2 (12,
N = 181) = 9.012, P = 0.702, with a TLI of 1.00, a CFI of 1.00, and a
RMSEA measure of 0.000 (see FIG. 1). In the model, the direct path from
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FIGURE 1. Relations of maternal sensitivity and infant negative affect to emotional
resilience.

maternal sensitivity to emotional resilience was significant and positive, but
infant negative affect was not.

Relations between Emotional Resilience and Behavior Problems

Correlational analyses were used to examine the relations between emotional
resilience and child behavior problems. Results were that emotional resilience
was not associated with children’s aggressive and externalizing behavior, but
was negatively correlated with low levels of parent-reported child anxiety-
depression (r = –0.16, P < 0.05).

DISCUSSION

This study contributed to the literature by documenting that mater-
nal sensitivity during infancy significantly predicted children’s emotional
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resilience during preschool—the ability to quickly recover and generate posi-
tive emotions despite challenge. We also found that emotional resilience during
preschool predicted low levels of concurrent anxiety and depression in early
childhood.

Future research is needed to identify the mechanisms underlying the rela-
tions between early care giving experiences and children’s emotional resilience
to inform interventions designed to promote positive emotions in children. In-
deed, the ability to quickly recover and express positive emotions despite chal-
lenge may also have long-term implications. Specifically, emotional resilience
in early childhood may protect children from the development of affective
disorders in later years or facilitate recovery from pediatric affective illness.
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